Preface

Research on model checking has matured from a purely theoretical topic to encompass tool development and applications, in addition to more foundational topics. This diversity of model checking research is driving the area onward as foundational developments enable automation, development of robust tool support enables increasingly sophisticated applications, and feedback from applications spurs further work on the underlying theory and tools. The program of the eighth SPIN workshop reflected this diversity; it included three contributions on foundational topics, eight contributions on model checking tools, and eight contributions describing applications of model checking.

Continuing a trend begun in the seventh SPIN workshop, the eighth SPIN workshop emphasized the connections between model checking and program analysis. Research on static program analysis has a long history in both the compiler and software engineering communities. In an effort to establish a dialog between researchers in model checking and software analysis, this year’s workshop was co-located with the 23rd International Conference on Software Engineering in Toronto. The workshop program contained several contributions that were clearly targeted at analyzing programs. Three contributions addressed tools for model checking of program source code, implemented in C and Java, and one contribution described model checking of a popular software component architecture.

The workshop featured 13 refereed technical papers selected from 26 submissions and two refereed descriptions of model checking tools selected from four submissions. Each submitted paper was reviewed by at least three members of the program committee; additional reviewers were used for several papers. The program committee discussed the merits of the submitted papers to arrive at the final 15 refereed contributions. In addition to refereed contributions, two leading experts in model checking technology and three groups that are applying model checking techniques in an industrial setting were invited to give presentations. The invited presentations were given by: Doron Peled (Bell Laboratories), Rob Gerth (Intel Corporation), Leszek Holenderski (Philips Research), Erik Engstrom (Honeywell Laboratories), and Bernhard Steen (Metaframe Technologies).

This proceedings issue contains four contributions detailing the content of the invited presentations. A panel session on the topic of “Prospects for and impediments to practical model checking” was organized to generate a dialog between those working on applying model checking and researchers working on extending model checking technologies.

Historically, the SPIN workshop has served as a forum for researchers interested in the subject of automata-based, explicit-state model checking technologies for the analysis and verification of asynchronous concurrent and distributed systems. In recent years, the scope of the workshop has broadened to encompass applications of model checking to software analysis. The workshop is named af-
the SPIN model checker, developed by Gerard Holzmann, which is one of the best known and most widely used model checking tools. The first SPIN workshop was held in October 1995 in Montréal. Subsequent workshops were held in New Brunswick (August 1996), Enschede (April 1997), Paris (November 1998), Trento (July 1999), Toulouse (September 1999), and at Stanford University (August 2000).
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